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Abstract : To cover the import taxes, a manufacturer typically charges a higher price in a foreign
market than in its domestic market. The price difference can lead to an unauthorized distribution
channel, where an agent purchases products from the manufacturer’s domestic market and resells
them as gray market goods in the manufacturer’s foreign market through cross-border e-commerce.
Such practice is challenging to manufacturers in many sectors. We develop Stackelberg game models
to investigate differentiated-pricing (setting a higher price in the foreign market) and equal-pricing
(setting the same price in the domestic and foreign markets) strategies for a manufacturer who is facing
an unauthorized channel. We find that the optimal pricing strategy of the manufacturer is influenced
by the following critical parameters: consumers’ acceptance degree of gray market product, the import
tax on the manufacturer’s authorized product, and the tax incentives for cross-border e-commerce.
When the three parameters are high, an unauthorized channel can benefit the manufacturer, and a
differentiated-pricing strategy should be adopted to encourage an unauthorized channel. When the
three parameters are somewhat low, an unauthorized channel is harmful to the manufacturer, but
a differentiated-pricing strategy should still be adopted to allow an unauthorized channel. However,
when the three parameters are very low, it is better for the manufacturer to adopt an equal-pricing
strategy to deter a harmful unauthorized channel.

Keywords: Unauthorized channel, pricing strategy, import tax, gray market, game theory

Résumé : Pour couvrir les taxes à l’importation, un fabricant facture généralement un prix plus
élevé sur un marché étranger que sur son marché domestique. La différence de prix peut conduire à
une importation parallèle par un agent qui achète des produits sur le marché intérieur du fabricant et
les revend en tant que produits gris sur le marché étranger du fabricant via un commerce électronique
transfrontalier. Une telle pratique est un défi pour les fabricants dans de nombreux secteurs.

Nous développons des modèles de jeu Stackelberg pour étudier les stratégies de tarification différen-
ciée (fixation d’un prix plus élevé sur le marché étranger) et de tarification égale (fixation du même prix
sur les marchés nationaux et étrangers) pour un fabricant confronté à l’importation parallèle. Nous
obtenons que la stratégie de prix optimale du fabricant est influencée par les paramètres critiques suiv-
ants : le degré d’acceptation des produits du marché gris par les consommateurs, la taxe à l’importation
sur le produit autorisé par le fabricant et les incitations fiscales pour le commerce électronique trans-
frontalier. Lorsque les trois paramètres sont élevés, l’importation parallèle peut profiter au fabri-
cant, et une stratégie de prix différenciés devrait être adoptée pour encourager l’importation parallèle.
Lorsque les trois paramètres sont assez bas, l’importation parallèle est préjudiciable au fabricant, mais
une stratégie de prix différenciés devrait tout de même être adoptée pour permettre l’importation
parallèle. Cependant, lorsque les trois paramètres sont très faibles, il est préférable que le fabricant
adopte une stratégie d’égalisation des prix pour dissuader les importations parallèles préjudiciables.

Mots clés : Importation parallèle, stratégie de prix, taxe d’importation, marché gris, théorie des jeux
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1 Introduction

Parallel importation refers to a business activity in which a genuine product is imported into a coun-

try/region and sold as a gray market product without the permission of the intellectual property

right-holder.1 Parallel importation usually results in the encroachment of unauthorized channels on

manufacturers’ own distribution channels. Owing to efficient logistics networks, thriving cross-border

e-commerce, and economic globalization, unauthorized channels have experienced rapid growth in the

past few decades, involving various products such as cars, electrical appliances, food, cosmetics, and

luxury goods. A.T. Kearney, a consulting company, estimated that global sales of gray products in

unauthorized channels reached 1,500 billion dollars in 2016, and is still increasing (Wang et al. (2020)).

An unauthorized distribution channel often occurs when a manufacturer sells the same product

in both its domestic market and a foreign market. Due to import tariffs, the manufacturer tends to

set a higher selling price in the foreign market. The price difference can incentivize an importer to

purchase products in the manufacturer’s domestic market (low-price market) and resell them as gray

market products in the manufacturer’s foreign market (high-price market). For example, American

versions of the iPhone have been frequently diverted to inland China. Since Omega needs to pay import

taxes in America, the prices of Omega watches in America are higher than in Switzerland. Costco

purchased the Swiss versions of Omega watches and resold them in America, leading to a 11-year court

battle between Omega and Costco.2 Similarly, Cettire privately purchases Prada, Burberry and Gucci

products in Europe and resells them as gray market products in Australia.3

The development of cross-border e-commerce has facilitated the emergence of unauthorized dis-

tribution channels. To encourage such commerce, many countries impose lower taxes on products

imported through cross-border e-commerce than those imported through other trade channels. For

example, in inland China, if a product is imported through cross-border e-commerce and the value of

the product is less than 2,000 CNY (approximately 285 dollars), it can enjoy zero tariffs and reduced

value-added tax (70 percent of the normal VAT).4 In South Korea, the government does not impose

both tariffs and value-added tax on a product imported through cross-border e-commerce if its value is

less than 150 dollars.5 In New Zealand, the government does not impose tariffs on a product imported

through cross-border e-commerce if its value is less than 1,000 NZD (approximately 640 dollars), with

goods and services tax (GST) being the same as that in general trade case.6 Motivated by tax incen-

tives, importers can purchase products in low-price countries and import them to high-price countries

through cross-border e-commerce. For example, Netease Koala and Tmall operate their own cross-

border e-commerce platforms and parallel import various products from overseas markets into inland

China.7 LOTTE and Cettire also use their own cross-border e-commerce platforms to parallel import

products into South Korea and Australia, respectively.8

Some manufacturers turn a blind eye to unauthorized channels, while others take actions to curb

them. As many countries do not outlaw parallel importation, it is difficult for manufacturers to

curb unauthorized channels through legal proceedings. Therefore, they typically use managerial tools

to control them, and one practical effective method is equal pricing. British luxury manufacturer

Mulberry has announced the launch of a global pricing alignment strategy that will ensure consumers

1WTO: https://www.wto.org/english/thewto e/glossary e/parallel imports e.htm
2Costco and Omega: https://www.greenbergglusker.com/publications/omega-drops-gray-market-high-court

-case-against-costco/
3Cettire:https://www.businessoffashion.com/news/global-markets/australian-luxury-e-commerce-upstart

-cettire-posts-strong-sales-growth/
4Inland China (tax):https://mag.wcoomd.org/magazine/wco-news-84/cross-border-e-commerce-in-china/
5South Korea (tax): https://docs.zonos.com/country-guides/asia/south-korea
6New Zealand (tax):https://www.customs.govt.nz/personal/duty-and-gst/faqs/
7Netease Koala (platform): https://www.kaola.com/, Tmall (platform):https://pages.tmall.com/wow/jinkou/act/

zhiyingchaoshi?from=zebra:offline
8LOTTE (platform):https://www.lotteon.com/p/display/main/ellotte?mall no=2, Cettire(platform):https://

www.cettire.com/ca/?utm source=google&utm medium=cpc&utm campaign=&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIy uToKbn

-wIVwOTjBx0fyAfaEAAYASAAEgKFR D BwE

https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/glossary_e/parallel_imports_e.htm
https://www.greenbergglusker.com/publications/omega-drops-gray-market-high-court-case-against-costco/
https://www.greenbergglusker.com/publications/omega-drops-gray-market-high-court-case-against-costco/
https://www.businessoffashion.com/news/global-markets/australian-luxury-e-commerce-upstart-cettire-posts-strong-sales-growth/
https://www.businessoffashion.com/news/global-markets/australian-luxury-e-commerce-upstart-cettire-posts-strong-sales-growth/
https://mag.wcoomd.org/magazine/wco-news-84/cross-border-e-commerce-in-china/
https://docs.zonos.com/country-guides/asia/south-korea
https://www.customs.govt.nz/personal/duty-and-gst/faqs/
https://www.kaola.com/
https://pages.tmall.com/wow/jinkou/act/zhiyingchaoshi?from=zebra:offline
https://pages.tmall.com/wow/jinkou/act/zhiyingchaoshi?from=zebra:offline
https://www.lotteon.com/p/display/main/ellotte?mall_no=2
https://www.cettire.com/ca/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIy_uToKbn-wIVwOTjBx0fyAfaEAAYASAAEgKFR_D_BwE
https://www.cettire.com/ca/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIy_uToKbn-wIVwOTjBx0fyAfaEAAYASAAEgKFR_D_BwE
https://www.cettire.com/ca/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIy_uToKbn-wIVwOTjBx0fyAfaEAAYASAAEgKFR_D_BwE
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pay the same price for its products no matter where they purchase them in the world.9 Luggage

manufacturer Briggs & Riley and car manufacturer NIO have also adopted a global unified pricing

strategy.10 To curb unauthorized channels, Danish Jewelry Pandora has lowered its prices on all

products by 15 percent in inland China to align them with the brand’s global prices.11

Given the above discussion, our objective is to address the following two questions:

1. Is an unauthorized channel beneficial or harmful to a global manufacturer?

2. When should a global manufacturer adopt equal (respectively, differentiated) pricing to block

(respectively, allow) an unauthorized channel?

To address the two questions, we develop Stackelberg game models with a manufacturer and an

importer as players. The manufacturer sells a product in both its domestic market and in a foreign

market incurring import taxes. The manufacturer can adopt equal-pricing strategy (setting the same

price in the two markets) or differentiated-pricing strategy (setting a higher price in the foreign mar-

ket). If the manufacturer implements different prices in the two countries, then the importer can

purchase the product in the manufacturer’s domestic market and resell them as gray market products

in the manufacturer’s foreign market through cross-border e-commerce (i.e., the importer can create

an unauthorized channel). If the manufacturer sells the product at the same price in both markets,

then it leaves no room for the importer to create a profitable unauthorized channel.

Interestingly, we find that an unauthorized distribution channel can benefit the manufacturer when

consumers’ acceptance degree of gray market product, the import tax on the manufacturer’s autho-

rized product, and the import tax incentives for cross-border e-commerce are high. In such cases,

differentiated-pricing strategy is the best choice for the manufacturer. Surprisingly, we also find that

differentiated pricing could still be the best manufacturer’s equilibrium strategy when an unautho-

rized channel is somewhat harmful to the manufacturer (i.e., the three parameters are somewhat low).

However, if the three parameters are very low, then equal pricing must be adopted.

The above results are obtained assuming that (i) the market potential, and (ii) the consumer’s

willingness to pay (WTP), in both markets are the same. We extend our model by relaxing in turn

these assumptions and obtain that our results are robust to having different market scales and vary

little when we allow for different willingness to pay in the two markets.

2 Literature review

This research belongs to the literature on unauthorized channels, which is summarized in Table 1.

Empirical studies have examined various factors that affect unauthorized channels, such as con-

sumers’ perception of gray market products (Liu et al. (2012)), product availability and price differences

(Zhao et al. (2016)), product features (Lee (2006)), and distribution control (Myers (1999)). Analytical

models have also been developed to investigate unauthorized channels. In this stream of the literature,

a manufacturer implements price discrimination between two markets due to different selling costs, e.g.,

import taxes, between the two markets (Ahmadi and Yang (2000)), or different market bases (scales or

potential) and price sensitivities between the two markets (Ahmadi et al. (2015); Iravani et al. (2016)),

or different consumers’ willingness to pay between the two markets (Li et al. (2018); Huang et al.

(2019); Ding et al. (2019); Zhang et al. (2021); Wang et al. (2023)). Such price discrimination often

triggers the emergence of unauthorized channels.

9Mulberry:https://www.mulberry.com/plugins/investor relations/pdf/Global Pricing Final.pdf
10NIO:https://inf.news/en/auto/b31eafee6e5205290f1d1dda2fab24f1.html, Briggs & Riley: https://

www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/briggs--riley-aligns-global-pricing-300288844.html
11Jewelry Pandora:https://insideretail.asia/2018/07/24/pandora-china-cuts-prices-to-fight-grey-market

-trading/

https://www.mulberry.com/plugins/investor_relations/pdf/Global_Pricing_Final.pdf
https://inf.news/en/auto/b31eafee6e5205290f1d1dda2fab24f1.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/briggs--riley-aligns-global-pricing-300288844.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/briggs--riley-aligns-global-pricing-300288844.html
https://insideretail.asia/2018/07/24/pandora-china-cuts-prices-to-fight-grey-market-trading/
https://insideretail.asia/2018/07/24/pandora-china-cuts-prices-to-fight-grey-market-trading/
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Table 1: A comparative analysis of research on unauthorized channels.

Articles
Differences
between markets

Supply chain
structure

Decisions
Impact on

manufacturer
Strategy of

manufacturer

Retailer unauthorized channel
Xiao et al. (2011) Consumers’ WTP Direct-indirect Prices Harmful /

Zhang (2016) Consumers’ WTP Direct-indirect
Indirect-indirect

Prices; rebate Harmful
B or H

Offering rebates to
consumers directly

Li et al. (2018) Consumers’ WTP Direct-indirect Prices; quantities Harmful /

Ding et al. (2019) Consumers’ WTP Direct-indirect Prices Harmful Punishing retailers
who engaged in
gray markets

Cao and Zhang
(2019)

Consumers’ WTP Indirect-indirect Prices; quantities;
qualities

B or H Quality
differentiation

between markets

Zhang et al.
(2021)

Consumers’ WTP Direct-indirect Prices Harmful Providing
money-back

guarantees for
authorized
products

Third-party unauthorized channel
Yang et al. (1998) Market scale;

Consumers’ WTP
Direct-direct Prices / Pricing strategy

Ahmadi and Yang
(2000)

Selling cost;
market scale; price
sensitivity

Direct-direct Prices B or H /

Xiao et al. (2011) Consumers’ WTP Direct-direct
Direct-indirect

Prices Harmful
B or H

/

Ahmadi et al.
(2015)

Market scale; price
sensitivity

Direct-direct Prices; quantities Harmful Pricing strategy

Iravani et al.
(2016)

Market scale; price
and service
sensitivities

Direct-direct Prices; services Harmful Providing service
to authorized

products

Li et al. (2018) Consumers’ WTP Direct-indirect Prices; quantities B or H /

Huang et al.
(2019)

Consumers’ WTP Direct-direct Prices; quality Harmful Staggering the
time of product

release

Zhang et al.
(2021)

Consumers’ WTP Direct-direct Prices Harmful Providing
money-back

guarantees for
authorized
products

Huang et al.
(2020)

Consumers’ WTP Direct-indirect Prices B or H Staggering the
time of product

release

This paper Import tax;
market scale;
Consumers’ WTP

Direct-direct Prices B or H Pricing strategy

Note:
(i) “B or H” refers to “beneficial or harmful”.
(ii) Ahmadi and Yang (2000) assume that the manufacturer is a coordinating representative who makes centralized
decisions. This is essentially “direct-direct” structure.
(iii) Xiao et al. (2011), Li et al. (2018), and Zhang et al. (2021) study both third-party and retailer unauthorized
channels.

Various forms of unauthorized channels have been well researched. In one form, a third-party

independent importer purchases products in one market and resells them in another market (Ahmadi
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and Yang (2000); Ahmadi et al. (2015); Iravani et al. (2016); Huang et al. (2019); Wang et al. (2023)).

This study also focuses on third-party unauthorized channel. In a second form, a retailer sells the

products in other markets that are not allowed for by the manufacturer (Zhang (2016); Shao et al.

(2016); Ding et al. (2019); Cao and Zhang (2020)). Some studies explore both third-party and retailer

unauthorized channels (Xiao et al. (2011); Li et al. (2018); Zhang et al. (2021)). While most studies

retain a framework with a single manufacturer, some consider a competitive setup (typically two

manufacturers) (Shavandi et al. (2015); Li et al. (2016); Taleizadeh et al. (2017); Li et al. (2021)).

Is an unauthorized channel beneficial or harmful to the manufacturer? The answer varies with the

model’s setting. When a manufacturer sells products directly in two markets with different consumers’

willingness to pay (or price sensitivities), a third-party unauthorized channel harms the manufacturer’s

profit (Xiao et al. (2011); Ahmadi et al. (2015); Iravani et al. (2016); Huang et al. (2019); Zhang

et al. (2021)). However, when a manufacturer sells products directly in one market and indirectly

in another market, a third-party unauthorized channel may benefit the manufacturer by reducing

double marginalization (Xiao et al. (2011); Li et al. (2018); Huang et al. (2020a)). When it comes to

retailer unauthorized channel, if a manufacturer sells products directly in one market and through a

retailer in another market, the manufacturer will be harmed if the retailer invades the manufacturer’s

direct sales market (Xiao et al. (2011); Zhang (2016); Li et al. (2018); Ding et al. (2019); Zhang

et al. (2021)). However, if a manufacturer sells indirectly in both markets, it may welcome a retailer

unauthorized channel (Zhang (2016); Cao and Zhang (2020)). Finally, Ahmadi and Yang (2000) find

that when a manufacturer sells products directly in two markets with different selling costs, a third-

party unauthorized channel may benefit the manufacturer.

To curb unauthorized channels, researchers have proposed a series of strategies to manufacturers,

including providing service to authorized products (Iravani et al. (2016); Taleizadeh et al. (2017)),

offering rebates directly to consumers (Zhang (2016)), staggering the time of product release (Huang

et al. (2019); Huang et al. (2020a)), offering differentiated quality products to different markets (Cao

and Zhang (2020)), using RFID technology to trace products and punishing retailers who create

unauthorized channels (Ding et al. (2019); Ding et al. (2021)), and providing money-back guarantees

for authorized products (Zhang et al. (2021)).

The role of manufacturer’s pricing strategy in deterring unauthorized channels has also been stud-

ied. Some researchers argue that a manufacturer will be inevitably forced to adopt the same price

across all markets as long as parallel importation is permitted (Richardson (2002); Valletti (2006);

Gnecco et al. (2022)). However, other contributions suggest that a manufacturer can still adopt differ-

ent prices even in the presence of unauthorized channels. The rationale is that gray market products

may not be perceived to be of the same quality as authorized products due to differences in packaging

or guarantees (Jelovac and Bordoy (2005); Autrey et al. (2014)). Yang et al. (1998) propose three pric-

ing strategies for a manufacturer who is facing an unauthorized channel: differentiated-pricing to allow

an unauthorized channel, equal-pricing to eliminate an unauthorized channel, and strategic-pricing,

i.e., setting the price difference between markets to be equal to the cost of an unauthorized channel,

which renders it unattractive. Ahmadi et al. (2015) further compare these three pricing strategies and

find that a manufacturer should use prices to block an unauthorized channel when consumers’ percep-

tion of gray market product is very high. Strategic-pricing is more valuable than equal-pricing, but

equal-pricing is easier to implement and is sometimes a good substitute for strategic-pricing.

In Yang et al. (1998) and Ahmadi et al. (2015), an unauthorized channel is driven by the price

gap between markets, which is caused by the difference in consumers’ willingness to pay between

markets (Yang et al. (1998)), or the differences in price sensitivity and market scale (Ahmadi et al.

(2015)). We must note that the difference in import tax between markets is also a crucial driving

force behind unauthorized channels. To illustrate, the prices of iPhones in China and India are higher

than in America, not because Chinese and Indian consumers have a higher willingness to pay (or lower

price sensitivity) than American consumers, but because China and India impose high import taxes

on iPhones. Similarly, the prices of Omega watches in America are higher than in Europe because
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Omega needs to pay import taxes in America. Before adopting equal-pricing strategy, Mulberry set

higher prices in China than in its domestic British market because China imposes high import taxes on

luxuries. Although Ahmadi and Yang (2000) do consider the difference in import tax between markets,

they do not provide a comparative analysis of equal-pricing and differentiated-pricing. In particular,

this paper fills the gap.

This paper makes several contributions to the existing literature. Firstly, to the best of our knowl-

edge, it is the first study that compares equal-pricing and differentiated-pricing strategies of a manu-

facturer who is facing an unauthorized channel driven by the difference in import tax between markets.

Since the driving force of an unauthorized channel in this paper differs from that of Ahmadi et al.

(2015), the results are significantly different. For example, Ahmadi et al. (2015) suggest that a manufac-

turer should adopt equal-pricing or strategic-pricing to block an unauthorized channel when consumers

have a high acceptance degree of gray market product. In contrast, our study shows that in such cases,

a manufacturer should adopt differentiated-pricing strategy to allow an unauthorized channel. The

rationale is that an unauthorized channel driven by the difference in import tax between markets has

its unique characteristic: it can expand the total demand of the foreign market when consumers have

a high acceptance degree of gray market product. Secondly, our paper reveals various characteristics

of an unauthorized channel driven by the difference in import tax between markets, including both its

positive and negative effects. Thirdly, our paper provides insights into the optimal pricing strategy of

a global manufacturer who is facing this type of unauthorized channel, as well as the effects of critical

market parameters, including the import tax on the manufacturer’s authorized product, the import

tax incentives for cross-border e-commerce, and consumers’ acceptance degree of gray market product.

3 The model

Consider a manufacturer (denoted by M) who sells a single product in its own domestic market and

a foreign market. Following Ahmadi and Yang (2000), Chen et al. (2022), and Li et al. (2023), we

assume that the manufacturer sells the product to the foreign market through general trade, and it

needs to pay an import tax (or tariff) t > 0 per unit. In the domestic market, the manufacturer does

not need to pay import taxes. This is consistent with reality that many manufacturers establish wholly

owned subsidiaries in foreign countries to import their products (including clear customs) into these

countries through general trade. Following the literature, e.g., Zhang (2016), Shao et al. (2016), Ding

et al. (2019), Zhang et al. (2021), we normalize, without loss of generality, the manufacturer’s unit

production cost to zero.

The manufacturer’s selling prices of an authorized product in the domestic market and the foreign

market are pd and pf , respectively. Typically, the manufacturer sets a higher selling price in the foreign

market to cover the import taxes, i.e., pf > pd. Owing to the price gap, an importer (denoted by I) can

purchase products in the manufacturer’s domestic market and resell them as gray market products in

the manufacturer’s foreign market through cross-border e-commerce, paying an import tax tg > 0 per

unit. Since many countries levy lower import taxes on the products imported through cross-border

e-commerce than those through general trade, we assume tg < t. Let the importer’s selling price of a

gray market product in the foreign market be pg, with pd < pg < pf . Figure 1 describes the model

with an unauthorized channel.

The market potentials (scales or bases) in both markets are equal and normalized to one. We will

relax this assumption in Subsection 8.1. The consumers’ willingness to pay (WTP) in the foreign and

domestic markets are Vf and Vd, respectively. We suppose that consumers are heterogenous and let

Vf and Vd be both uniformly distributed over the interval [0,1]. We will consider the situation that

consumers in the two markets have different WTP in Subsection 8.2. We assume that consumers’

WTP for gray market product is lower because it may not benefit from the high-quality service offered

by the manufacturer, or consumers may need to deal with a foreign language on the package or in
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the system of gray market product. Let δ be consumers’ acceptance degree of gray market product,

0 < δ < 1.

Figure 1: An unauthorized cross-border e-commerce channel.

To simplify the notation, we introduce some threshold parameters. Let t̂1 =
(1+4δ−3δ2)tg+2δ(1−δ)2

δ(1+2δ−δ2)

and t̂2 =
2−2δ+tg

2−δ . If t ≤ t̂1, then the gap between t and tg is too small, and the importer will

never create an unauthorized channel. If t ≥ t̂2, then the manufacturer will not sell authorized

products in the foreign market owing to the high import tax. To exclude trivial situations, we assume

t̂1 < t < t̂2. Furthermore, to ensure t̂2 > t̂1, δ > 5−
√
17

4 and tg < δ(5δ−2δ2−1)
1+4δ−2δ2 should be satisfied.

Similar assumptions are also made in other unauthorized channel models (Zhang (2016); Ding et al.

(2019)). Table 2 lists the notations used throughout the paper.

Table 2: Notations.

Notations Descriptions

Decision variables
pd Manufacturer’s selling price in the domestic market (authorized product).
pf Manufacturer’s selling price in the foreign market (authorized product).
pg Importer’s selling price in the foreign market (gray market product).

Native parameters
Vd Consumers’ willingness to pay (WTP) in the domestic market, Vd ∼ U [0, 1].
Vf Consumers’ willingness to pay (WTP) in the foreign market, Vf ∼ U [0, 1] .
δ Consumers’ acceptance degree of gray market product, 0 < δ < 1.
t Import tax on unit product in general trade (paid by the manufacturer).
tg Import tax on unit product in cross-border e-commerce (paid by the importer).

The other parameter
∆t Tax incentives for cross-border e-commerce in the foreign market, ∆t = t− tg .

Functions
Qd Manufacturer’s demand in the domestic market (authorized product).
Qf Manufacturer’s demand in the foreign market (authorized product).
Qg Importer’s demand in the foreign market (gray market product).
πM Manufacturer’s profit.
πI Importer’s profit.

The manufacturer has two pricing strategies: differentiated-pricing (DP) and equal-pricing (EP).

Under DP, the manufacturer sets different selling prices in the two markets, and the parallel importer

may create an unauthorized channel. Under EP, the manufacturer sets a uniform selling price in the

two markets, which implies that the creation of an unauthorized channel is unprofitable.
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The time sequence of the game is as follows. The manufacturer first chooses its pricing strategy

(EP or DP), and next sets simultaneously pd and pf . If the manufacturer implements DP, then the

importer can choose to create an unauthorized channel and decide pg if it does so. We analyze the

following three cases:

Benchmark: There is no parallel importer, and the manufacturer adopts DP.

Case D: There is a parallel importer, and the manufacturer adopts DP.

Case E: There is a parallel importer, and the manufacturer adopts EP.

Note that the benchmark and E cases involve an optimization problem (the manufacturer is the only

agent involved), whereas case D is a game, and a Stackelberg equilibrium will be sought. Comparing

case D with the benchmark, we can investigate whether an unauthorized channel is beneficial or harmful

to the manufacturer. Comparing cases D and E, we can explore when the manufacturer should adopt

differentiated-pricing to allow an unauthorized channel, and when the manufacturer should adopt

equal-pricing to block an unauthorized channel.

4 Equilibrium and optimal outcomes

We use the superscripts B, D, and E to characterize the benchmark, case D and case E, respectively.

All proofs are provided in the Appendix.

4.1 Benchmark

In this scenario, there is no importer, and consequently the manufacturer chooses DP. (Note that if

EP is optimal, then this solution will emerge as the optimal solution in this case.) In the domestic

market, a consumer will purchase an authorized product when Vd − pd > 0. In the foreign market, a

consumer will purchase an authorized product when Vf −pf > 0. We can derive the following demand

functions: QB
f = 1− pf and QB

d = 1− pd. The profit of the manufacturer is:

πB
M (pd, pf ) = (1− pd)pd︸ ︷︷ ︸

Domestic market

+(1− pf )(pf − t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Foreign market

(1)

The following proposition characterizes the manufacturer’s optimal solution.

Proposition 1. In the benchmark, the optimal solution is given by:

pB∗
f =

1 + t

2
, pB∗

d =
1

2
, QB∗

f =
1− t

2
, QB∗

d =
1

2
, πB∗

M =
t2 − 2t+ 2

4
.

It is easy to see that pB∗
f > pB∗

d and QB∗
f < QB∗

d , that is, EP can never be optimal in this setup.

Moreover, pB∗
f increases with t, which is a cost for the manufacturer.

4.2 Case D

Here, the manufacturer chooses DP, and there exists an importer who has the opportunity of purchasing

products in the domestic market and reselling them in the foreign market. In the foreign market, a

consumer will purchase an authorized product from the manufacturer when Vf − pf > δVf − pg and

will buy a gray market product from the importer when δVf − pg > 0 and δVf − pg > Vf − pf . In the

domestic market, a consumer will buy an authorized product from the manufacturer when Vd−pd > 0.

Consequently, we obtain the following demands: QD
f = 1− pf−pg

1−δ , QD
g =

pf−pg

1−δ − pg

δ , and QD
d = 1−pd.

Figure 2 represents the different thresholds.
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The profits of the manufacturer and the importer are:

πD
M (pd, pf , pg) = (1− pd)pd︸ ︷︷ ︸

Domestic

+

(
1− pf − pg

1− δ

)
(pf − t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Foreign (authorized product)

+

(
pf − pg
1− δ

− pg
δ

)
pd︸ ︷︷ ︸

Foreign (gray product)

(2)

πD
I (pd, pf , pg) =

(
pf − pg
1− δ

− pg
δ

)
(pg − pd − tg)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Foreign (gray product)

(3)

Figure 2: Market segments in case D.

To determine a Stackelberg equilibrium, we first consider the parallel importer’s response to the

manufacturer’s prices decisions. Since
∂2πD

I (pd,pf ,pg)
∂p2

g
= − 2

(1−δ)δ < 0, πD
I (pd, pf , pg) is concave in pg.

Solving
∂πD

I (pd,pf ,pg)
∂pg

= 0 for pg, we get the importer’s reaction function pDg (pf , pd) =
pd+tg+pf δ

2 . As

pDg is increasing in both manufacturer’s prices, we conclude that there is strategic complementarity

between the two players’ strategies, i.e., when one increases the price, the other also increases the

price. Inserting pDg (pf , pd) into Equation (2), we obtain:

πD
M (pf , pd) =

2δ[pf (1 + pd + t− δ) + (pd − p2d − t)(1− δ)− p2f ]− (pd + tg + pfδ)[pd − (pf − t)δ]

2(1− δ)δ
(4)

Expecting the importer’s reaction, the manufacturer decides pf and pd to maximize πD
M (pf , pd).

The equilibrium outcome of case D is summarized in Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. Equilibrium in case D.

(i) The manufacturer’s selling prices in the two markets (pD∗
d and pD∗

f ), the corresponding demands

(QD∗
d and QD∗

f ), and the profit (πD∗
M ) are as follows:

pD∗
d =

δ(3− δ)− tg
2(1 + 2δ − δ2)

pD∗
f =

1 + t+ δ(3 + 2t+ tg)− δ2(2 + t)

2(1 + 2δ − δ2)

QD∗
d =

2 + tg + δ(1− δ)

2(1 + 2δ − δ2)

QD∗
f =

2 + tg + t(δ − 2)− 2δ

4(1− δ)

πD∗
M =

t2g(1 + δ2) + 2tgδ[t(δ
2 − 2δ − 1)− 2(δ − 1)2]

8δ(1 + δ − 3δ2 + δ3)

+
t2(2 + 3δ − 4δ2 + δ3)− 4t(1 + δ − 3δ2 + δ3) + 2(1 + 5δ − 9δ2 + 3δ3)

8(1 + δ − 3δ2 + δ3)
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(ii) The importer’s selling price in the foreign market (pD∗
g ), the corresponding demand (QD∗

g ), and

the profit (πD∗
I ) are as follows:

pD∗
g =

tδ(1 + 2δ − δ2) + 2δ(2 + δ − δ2) + tg(1 + 4δ − δ2)

4(1 + 2δ − δ2)

QD∗
g =

tδ(1 + 2δ − δ2)− 2δ(1− δ)2 − tg(1 + 4δ − 3δ2)

4δ(1 + δ − 3δ2 + δ3)

πD∗
I =

[tg(1 + 4δ − 3δ2) + 2δ(1− δ)2 − tδ(1 + 2δ − δ2)]2

16δ(1− δ)(1 + 2δ − δ2)2

By the assumption that t̂1 < t < t̂2, we clearly see that t > t̂1 ensures QD∗
g > 0 and t < t̂2 implies

QD∗
f > 0. We find that QD∗

d > 0 holds because the manufacturer needs not to pay import taxes in the

domestic market.

The equilibrium outcomes lead to the following results.

Proposition 3. We have:

(i) pD∗
f > pB∗

f , pD∗
d < pB∗

d .

(ii)
∂pD∗

d

∂tg
< 0,

∂pD∗
d

∂δ > 0,
∂pD∗

f

∂t > 0,
∂pD∗

f

∂tg
> 0,

∂pD∗
g

∂t > 0,
∂pD∗

g

∂tg
> 0,

∂pD∗
g

∂δ > 0.

(iii) When t >
2δ(1−δ)+tg(1+4δ−δ2)

δ(1+2δ−δ2) , then an unauthorized channel increases the total demand in

the foreign market (QD∗
f + QD∗

g > QB∗
f ); otherwise, an unauthorized channel lowers (or not

affect) the total demand in the foreign market (QD∗

f + QD∗

g ≤ QB∗

f ).12 Moreover, we have:
∂(QD∗

f +QD∗
g −QB∗

f )

∂t > 0,
∂(QD∗

f +QD∗
g −QB∗

f )

∂δ > 0, and
∂(QD∗

f +QD∗
g −QB∗

f )

∂tg
< 0.

(iv) The equilibrium profit of the manufacturer increases with δ (
∂πD∗

M

∂δ > 0), and decreases with t and

tg (
∂πD∗

M

∂t < 0,
∂πD∗

M

∂tg
< 0); the equilibrium profit of the importer increases with t and δ (

∂πD∗
I

∂t > 0,

∂πD∗
I

∂δ > 0 ), and decreases with tg (
∂πD∗

I

∂tg
< 0).

Comparing case D with the benchmark, we find that when an unauthorized channel occurs, the

manufacturer will increase the selling price in the foreign market (pD∗
f > pB∗

f ) and lower the selling

price in the domestic market (pD∗
d < pB∗

d ). Therefore, an unauthorized channel can widen the price

difference of the manufacturer’s authorized product between the domestic and foreign markets. We

also find that an unauthorized channel can increase the total demand in the foreign market when δ

and t are high, or tg is low. The reason for this is that when consumers have a high acceptance of gray

market product (δ is high), they can derive a high level of utility from purchasing them. As a result,

the sales of gray product are high, which contributes to a high total demand in the foreign market.

When the import tax on gray product (tg) is low, the importer will set a low price for gray product

(
∂pD∗

g

∂tg
> 0), which also allows consumers to obtain a high utility when purchasing them and therefore

expands the sales of gray product. Finally, when the import tax on the manufacturer’s authorized

product (t) is high, the manufacturer will set a high price in the foreign market to compensate for the

import tax burden. This would make the product unaffordable for most consumers. If an unauthorized

channel occurs, more consumers will have the opportunity to purchase the product because they can

afford gray product sold at a lower price, which leads to an increase in the total demand.

4.3 Case E

In this case, the manufacturer adopts equal pricing to avoid the threat of an unauthorized channel.

The demands are given by QE
d = 1− pd and QE

f = 1− pf . The manufacturer maximizes the following

12The condition t >
2δ(1−δ)+tg(1+4δ−δ2)

δ(1+2δ−δ2)
in Proposition 3 (iii) can be written into tg <

tδ(1+2δ−δ2)−2δ(1−δ)

1+4δ−δ2
; or can

be written into δ > δ̂, where δ̂ is the second real root of f(δ) = tδ3 − (2 + 2t+ tg)δ2 + (2− t+ 4tg)δ + tg = 0.
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profit:

πE
M (pd, pf ) = (1− pd)pd︸ ︷︷ ︸

Domestic market

+(1− pf )(pf − t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Foreign market

subject to pd = pf

Solving this optimization problem yields the results in the following proposition.

Proposition 4. When the manufacturer implements equal prices in both markets, the optimal solution

is as follows:

pE
∗

d = pE
∗

f =
2 + t

4
; QE∗

d = QE∗

f =
2− t

4
; πE∗

M =
(t− 2)2

8

Comparing case E with the benchmark, we obtain pB∗
d < pE∗

d = pE∗
f < pB∗

f , which shows that

under EP, the manufacturer chooses a price between pB∗
d and pB∗

f .

5 The impact of unauthorized channel

Is an unauthorized channel beneficial or harmful to the manufacturer? The answer is in the following

proposition.

Proposition 5. Comparing πB∗
M and πD∗

M , we get:

(i) For t > t̂3, an unauthorized channel benefits the manufacturer (πB∗
M < πD∗

M ,
∂(πD∗

M −πB∗
M )

∂t > 0).

(ii) For t = t̂3, an unauthorized channel has no impact on the manufacturer’s profit (πB∗
M = πD∗

M ).

(iii) For t < t̂3, an unauthorized channel harms the manufacturer (πB∗
M > πD∗

M ,
∂(πD∗

M −πB∗
M )

∂t < 0),

where t̂3 =
tg
δ +

√
2(1− δ + tg)

√
1−δ

δ(1+2δ−δ2) .

The interesting result that an unauthorized channel benefits the manufacturer when t > t̂3 can

be explained as follows: In the benchmark, the manufacturer’s profits in the domestic and foreign

markets are pB∗
d QB∗

d and (pB∗
f − t)QB∗

f , respectively. When an unauthorized channel occurs, they

become pD∗
d QD∗

d and (pD∗
f − t)QD∗

f +pD∗
d QD∗

g . Clearly, pD∗
d QD∗

d < pB∗
d QB∗

d , which indicates a decrease

in the manufacturer’s domestic-market profit. The cause is that an unauthorized channel forces the

manufacturer to reduce pd (pD∗
d < pB∗

d ), which affects the manufacturer’s optimal pricing in the

domestic market. However, the manufacturer’s foreign-market profit may become higher than in

the benchmark (i.e., (pD∗
f − t)QD∗

f + pD∗
d QD∗

g may be larger than (pB∗
f − t)QB∗

f . This is because an

unauthorized channel has both negative and positive effects. Specifically, in the benchmark, consumers

in the foreign market purchases authorized products from the manufacturer at price pB∗
f , and the

manufacturer pays an import tax t when it sells a unit authorized product in the foreign market.

When an unauthorized channel occurs, some foreign consumers turn to buying gray products from

the importer who acquires these products in the domestic market by paying a relatively lower unit

price pD∗
d to the manufacturer (pD∗

d < pB∗
f ). This is one of the negative effects of an unauthorized

channel: it encroaches the manufacturer’s income. However, the import tax on unit gray product

sold in the foreign market is paid by the importer. The manufacturer sells these products to the

importer in the domestic market without paying any import tax. This is an important positive effect

of an unauthorized channel: it helps the manufacturer to avoid import taxes. From pD∗
f > pB∗

f , we

can see that the manufacturer obtains a higher unit income from consumers who remain loyal to the

manufacturer’s authorized channel, which is another positive effect of an unauthorized channel. In

terms of market demand, Proposition 3 shows that when t is low, an unauthorized channel decreases

the total demand in the foreign market (QD∗
f + QD∗

g < QB∗
f ), which is another negative effect of an

unauthorized channel. However, as the value of t increases, this negative effect gradually diminishes
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and can eventually turn into a positive effect. Once t surpasses a certain threshold, an unauthorized

channel can increase the total demand in the foreign market (QD∗
f +QD∗

g > QB∗
f ).

When t < t̂3, the import tax levied on the manufacturer’s authorized product is low, and thus the

positive effect of an unauthorized channel (i.e., helping the manufacturer to avoid import taxes) is

not obvious and cannot compensate for the manufacturer’s losses caused by an unauthorized channel

(including the loss of demand in the foreign market, the incomes that has been encroached, and so

on). Therefore, an unauthorized channel harms the manufacturer. Conversely, when t > t̂3, the

import tax levied on the manufacturer’s authorized product is high, an unauthorized channel can help

the manufacturer avoid a significant amount of import taxes. Also, since t is high, an unauthorized

channel can increase the total demand in the foreign market (or the decrease in demand caused by

an unauthorized channel is not significant). Therefore, the positive effects of an unauthorized channel

outweigh the negative effects of an unauthorized channel, making it beneficial to the manufacturer.

This result explains why some manufacturers turn a blind eye to unauthorized channels. This result

is consistent with Ahmadi and Yang (2000) who consider the difference in selling cost between two

markets but do not further compare differentiated-pricing with equal-pricing strategies. This result is

different from Ahmadi et al. (2015), Iravani et al. (2016), Huang et al. (2019), and Zhang et al. (2021)

who investigate the same supply chain structure shown in Figure 1 but find that an unauthorized

channel is always harmful to the manufacturer. The cause is that their models do not consider the

difference in import tax between the two markets. In their models, the price differential between the

two markets is driven by the different price sensitivity or consumers’ willingness to pay in the two

markets. Therefore, unauthorized channels in their models cannot help the manufacturer to avoid

import taxes.

6 Manufacturer’s optimal pricing strategy

Comparing case E with the benchmark confirms the obvious result that the profit under (the uncon-

strained) DP, which is a price discrimination strategy, is superior to the constrained EP (πB∗
M > πE∗

M ).

The interesting question is what is the manufacturer’s optimal pricing strategy when the parallel

importer is around?

Proposition 6. Comparing πD∗
M and πE∗

M , we obtain that:

(i) When t < t̂4, EP yields higher profit than DP (πE∗
M > πD∗

M ).

(ii) When t = t̂4, EP and DP lead to the same profit (πE∗
M = πD∗

M ).

(iii) When t > t̂4, DP gives higher profit than EP (πE∗
M < πD∗

M ),

where t̂4 = tg + (1− δ)
√

2δ(1−δ)+4δtg−t2g(1+δ)

δ(1+2δ−δ2)

Proposition 6 suggests that equal pricing may be better than differentiated pricing when the man-

ufacturer faces the threat of an unauthorized channel. To find out the underlying reason for this

interesting result, we combine the results in Propositions 5 and 6 in Corollary 1.

Corollary 1. When the manufacturer faces the threat of an unauthorized channel, we have:

(i) If t ≥ t̂3, an unauthorized channel benefits the manufacturer (or has no effect on the manufac-

turer’s profit), and the manufacturer chooses DP to encourage it (πD∗
M ≥ πB∗

M > πE∗
M ).

(ii) If t̂4 < t < t̂3, an unauthorized channel harms the manufacturer’s profit, but still allows for it by

choosing DP (πB∗
M > πD∗

M > πE∗
M ).

(iii) If t ≤ t̂4, then we have πB∗
M > πE∗

M ≥ πD∗
M . The manufacturer blocks an unauthorized channel by

implementing EP.
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Although the manufacturer adopts DP when t ≥ t̂3 or when t̂4 < t < t̂3, the reasons behind this

pricing strategy are totally different. When t ≥ t̂3, an unauthorized channel benefits (or has no effect

on) the manufacturer. Consequently, the manufacturer is better off adopting DP as it implements

price discrimination and encourages an unauthorized channel. When t < t̂3, an unauthorized channel

is harmful to the manufacturer, and both DP (in case D) and EP (in case E) have disadvantages.

Under DP, a harmful unauthorized channel will occur. Adopting EP can block a harmful unauthorized

channel, but at the expense of giving up price discrimination. From πB∗
M > πE∗

M and
∂(πB∗

M −πE∗
M )

∂t > 0,

we know that as the import tax in the foreign market t increases, the difference between the domestic

and foreign markets will increase, and as a result the manufacturer’s losses resulting from giving up

price discrimination will also increase (i.e., the disadvantage of EP will increase). From πB∗
M > πD∗

M

and
∂(πB∗

M −πD∗
M )

∂t < 0 (Proposition 5, when t < t̂3), we see that as the import tax t increases, an

unauthorized channel can help the manufacturer save more import taxes, and thus the manufacturer’s

losses caused by an unauthorized channel will decrease (i.e., the disadvantage of DP will decrease).

This explains the existence of the threshold value t̂4. When t < t̂4, the losses from giving up price

discrimination are lower than the losses caused by an unauthorized channel (πE∗
M > πD∗

M ), and thus

the manufacturer will adopt EP. When t̂4 < t < t̂3, the losses from giving up price discrimination are

higher than the losses caused by an unauthorized channel (πE∗
M < πD∗

M ), and thus the manufacturer

will adopt DP.

We provide numerical examples to illustrate Corollary 1 and gain more insights. We define ∆t =

t − tg, which measures the import tax incentives for cross-border e-commerce in the foreign market.

Let t = 0.25, δ = 0.7, and ∆t = 0.2. Figures 3–5 show how the critical parameters (t, δ, and ∆t) affect

the manufacturer’s profits in the three cases. In Figures 3–5, the condition t̂1 < t < t̂2 is satisfied.

Figure 3: Manufacturer’s profit versus t. Figure 4: Manufacturer’s profit versus δ.

Figure 5: Manufacturer’s profit versus ∆t.
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The line of case E is always below the line of the benchmark, which is consistent with the result

that DP is superior to EP when there is no importer. In Figure 3, as the import tax t decreases,

the difference between the two markets decreases (the disadvantage of EP decreases), and thus the

line of case E gradually approaches the benchmark line. On the other hand, as the import tax t

decreases (when t < t̂3), the positive effect of an unauthorized channel that helps the manufacturer

save import taxes becomes less significant, and therefore the line of case D gradually moves away from

the benchmark line. The line of case E and the line of case D intersects at point t̂4.

Figures 4 and 5 present new results: (i) when δ and ∆t are high, an unauthorized channel is

beneficial to the manufacturer, and therefore the manufacturer should adopt DP. (ii) when δ and ∆t

are somewhat low, an unauthorized channel harms the manufacturer, but the manufacturer should

still allow it by adopting DP. (iii) when δ and ∆t are very low, it is better for the manufacturer to

adopt EP to deter a harmful unauthorized channel. These results are counterintuitive. Indeed, when

consumers’ acceptance degree of gray product (δ) and the tax incentives for cross-border e-commerce

(∆t) are high, an unauthorized channel becomes a serious competitor of the manufacturer. However,

when one looks at the impact of an unauthorized channel on market demand (typically ignored in the

literature), then the results make much sense.

In the three cases, the profits that the manufacturer obtains from consumers in the foreign and do-

mestic markets are: (pB∗
f − t)QB∗

f︸ ︷︷ ︸
foreign

+ pB∗
d QB∗

d︸ ︷︷ ︸
domestic

(in the benchmark), (pE∗
f − t)QE∗

f︸ ︷︷ ︸
foreign

+ pE∗
d QE∗

d︸ ︷︷ ︸
domestic

(in case E),

and (pD
∗

f − t)QD∗

f + pD∗
d QD∗

g︸ ︷︷ ︸
foreign

+ pD∗
d QD∗

d︸ ︷︷ ︸
domestic

(in case D). In case E, the rationale for EP is to block an

unauthorized channel by sacrificing some profits (i.e., giving up price discrimination), and therefore

the profits that the manufacturer obtains from both markets are lower than those in the benchmark

(pE∗
d QE∗

d < pB∗
d QB∗

d and (pE∗
f − t)QE∗

f < (pB∗
f − t)QB∗

f ). By adopting DP in case D, the manufacturer

allows an unauthorized channel, and thus some consumers in the foreign market turns to buying gray

product from the importer. The manufacturer obtains a lower price from consumers who buy gray

products (pD∗
d < pE∗

f < pB∗
f ) but does not need to pay the import tax t for these consumers. In

addition, the manufacturer obtains lower profit in the domestic market (pD∗
d QD∗

d < pB∗
d QB∗

d ) because

an unauthorized channel affects its optimal pricing in the domestic market (pD∗
d < pB∗

d ). Moreover,

Proposition 3 shows that when δ or ∆t are low, an unauthorized channel will decrease the total demand

in the foreign market (QD∗
f +QD∗

g < QB∗
f < QE∗

f ). However, as either δ or ∆t increase, QD∗
f +QD∗

g in

case D will gradually rise. Note that QB∗
f in the benchmark and QE∗

f in case E are only dependent on
t and will not be affected by changes in δ or ∆t. Eventually, when δ or ∆t exceeds certain thresholds,

an unauthorized channel can increase the demand in the foreign market.

When market conditions are very unfavorable for an unauthorized channel (i.e., δ and ∆t are very

low), an unauthorized channel would result in a very significant decrease in the total demand in the

foreign market (QD∗
f + QD∗

g will be very low). Whether we compare case D with the benchmark or

with case E, the positive effects of an unauthorized channel (such as helping the manufacturer avoid

import taxes and obtain more profits from loyal consumers) cannot outweigh the negative effects of

an unauthorized channel, particularly the considerable loss of demand in the foreign market (i.e.,

πB∗
M > πE∗

M > πD∗
M ). Therefore, the manufacturer should adopt EP to block an unauthorized channel.

When market conditions are somewhat unfavorable for an unauthorized channel (i.e., δ and ∆t

are somewhat low), the loss of demand in the foreign market caused by an unauthorized channel is

somewhat significant. Therefore, when comparing case D with the benchmark, the positive effects

of an unauthorized channel are still not enough to outweigh its negative effects (including the loss of

demand and reduced unit income in the foreign market, and the loss of profits in the domestic market).

However, when we compare case D with case E, the outcome will be different because the manufacturer

has already sacrificed some profits in case E (πE∗
M < πB∗

M ). Consequently, the negative effects of an

unauthorized channel are not so high. For example, the difference between pD∗
d and pE∗

f is lower than
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the difference between pD∗
d and pB∗

f , which implies the reduced unit income is not that high. Also,

the loss of profits in the domestic market is not that high because the manufacturer’s profit in the

domestic market in case E is lower than that in the benchmark. Therefore, when comparing case D

with case E, the negative effects of an unauthorized channel could be outweighed by its positive effects

(πD∗
M > πE∗

M ). The manufacturer should still adopt DP to allow an unauthorized channel.

When market conditions are favorable for an unauthorized channel (i.e., δ and ∆t are high), an

unauthorized channel may increase the total demand in the foreign market (or the decrease in demand

caused by an unauthorized channel is not significant). Regardless of whether we compare case D

with case E or with the benchmark, the positive effects of an unauthorized channel can outweigh the

negative effects (i.e., πD∗
M > πB∗

M > πE∗
M ). Therefore, the manufacturer will adopt DP to encourage an

unauthorized channel.

7 Consumer surplus and social welfare

One common way to measure consumer surplus is by summing up the differences between the maximum

price that each consumer is willing to pay and the actual selling price (Han et al. (2017); Zhou et al.

(2022)). Social welfare is a weighted sum of consumer surplus and firms’ profits (Huang et al. (2020b)).

In reality, profits earned by firms from sales in foreign markets often flow back to their home country

through remittances or other means, as firms’ headquarters and financial management are typically

situated in their country of origin. Therefore, we include the manufacturer’s profit in the social welfare

of the domestic market. Additionally, importers usually bring gray products to their home countries

for sale. For instance, Taobao, Costco, Cettire, and Lotte import gray products to China, America,

Australia, and South Korea, respectively. Therefore, we include the importer’s profit in the social

welfare of the foreign market. Following Ross (1984) and Corchón and Torregrosa (2022), we use α to

denote the weight of consumer surplus in the social welfare of the foreign market, and 1−α to denote

the weight of the importer’s profit in the social welfare of the foreign market, which are determined by

the foreign market’s regulator. Similarly, we use β to represent the weight of consumer surplus in the

social welfare of the domestic market, and 1−β to represent the weight of the manufacturer’s profit in

the social welfare of the domestic market. In Table 3, we list the expressions of consumer surplus and

social welfare of the two markets under the three cases. Proposition 7 shows the relationship between

consumer surplus across these three cases.

Table 3: Consumer surplus and social welfare.

Case Market Consumer surplus Social welfare

Benchmark Foreign CSB
f =

∫ 1
pB∗
f

(vf − pB∗
f ) dvf SWB

f = αCSB
f

Benchmark Domestic CSB
d =

∫ 1
pB∗
d

(vd − pB∗
d ) dvd SWB

d = βCSB
d + (1− β)πB∗

M

Case E Foreign CSE
f =

∫ 1
pE∗
f

(vf − pE∗
f ) dvf SWE

f = αCSE
f

Case E Domestic CSE
d =

∫ 1
pE∗
d

(vd − pE∗
d ) dvd SWE

d = βCSE
d + (1− β)πE∗

M

Case D Foreign CSD
f =

∫ 1
pD∗
f

−pD∗
g

1−δ

(vf − pD∗
f ) dvf +

∫ pD∗
f −pD∗

g
1−δ

pD∗
g
δ

(δvf − pD∗
g ) dvf SWD

f = αCSD
f + (1− α)πD∗

I

Case D Domestic CSD
d =

∫ 1
pD∗
d

(vd − pD∗
d ) dvd SWD

d = βCSD
d + (1− β)πD∗

M

Proposition 7. The consumer surplus of the domestic market in the three cases satisfies the inequalities:

CSD
d > CSB

d > CSE
d . The consumer surplus of the foreign market in the three cases satisfies the

inequalities: CSE
f > CSB

f > CSD
f .

Propositions 1–4 present the relationship between the manufacturer’s selling prices in the three

cases (pD∗
d < pB∗

d < pE∗
d = pE∗

f < pB∗
f < pD∗

f ). Specifically, when the parallel importer appears, the

manufacturer will increase its selling price in the domestic market (the lower price market) if it adopts

EP to block an unauthorized channel or decrease its selling price in the domestic market if it adopts
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DP to allow an unauthorized channel (pD∗
d < pB∗

d < pE∗
d ). It is intuitive that the relationship between

consumer surplus is opposite to that of the selling prices (CSD
d > CSB

d > CSE
d ). In the foreign market

(the higher price market), the manufacturer will decrease its selling price if it adopts EP (pE∗
f < pB∗

f ).

Therefore, we have CSE
f > CSB

f . If the manufacturer chooses DP to allow an unauthorized channel,

although lower-priced gray products appear, consumer surplus of the foreign market is lower than that

under the benchmark (CSD
f < CSB

f ) due to the manufacturer raising its price of authorized products

(pD∗
f > pB∗

f ) and consumers discounting the valuation of gray market products. In fact, providing

multiple products to segment the market is essentially a way to capture more consumer surplus.

As the expressions of social welfare are very complex, we conduct a numerical study to illustrate

them. Let tg = 0.05 and α = β = 0.2. Figure 6 presents the comparisons of the social welfare of the

foreign and domestic markets in the three cases. In Figure 6(a), the pink region represents the area

where SWD
f > SWE

f > SWB
f , the blue region represents the area where SWE

f > SWD
f > SWB

f , the

orange region represents the area where SWE
f > SWB

f > SWD
f . In Figure 6(b), the purple region

represents the area where SWD
d > SWB

d > SWE
d , the light green region represents the area where

SWB
d > SWD

d > SWE
d . Proposition 6 implies that the manufacturer chooses DP (case D) when

t > t̂4; otherwise, it chooses EP (case E). t̂4 is the gray dashed lines in Figure 6. It is important to

note that if the manufacturer chooses DP (respectively, EP), then as long as the social welfare in case

D (respectively, case E) is higher than the social welfare in the benchmark, a (potential) unauthorized

channel can have a positive effect on social welfare. Therefore, we have Result 1.

(a) Foreign market. (b) Domestic market.

Figure 6: Social welfare comparison.

Result 1. For the foreign market (Figure 6(a)), we obtain that:

(i) In regions I, II and IV, a (potential) unauthorized channel increases social welfare.

(ii) In region III, an unauthorized channel decreases social welfare.

For the domestic market (Figure 6(b)), we obtain that:

(i) In region I, an unauthorized channel increases social welfare.

(ii) In regions II, III, and IV, a (potential) unauthorized channel decreases social welfare.
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In regions I and II of Figure 6(a), the manufacturer adopts DP to allow an unauthorized channel

(case D), which can increase the social welfare of the foreign market (SWD
f > SWB

f ). The reason

for this is that in the absence of parallel importer (the benchmark), the manufacturer sells products

to the foreign market and repatriates the profits earned back to its home country. This leads to a

significant outflow of wealth from foreign consumers. An unauthorized channel enables the importer

in foreign market to participate and gain a share of the profits, contributing to increased economic

activity and wealth accumulation within the foreign market. This is one of the reasons why many

countries incentivize their importers to engage in parallel import trade, as it can get a share of the

profits of foreign manufacturers and mitigate the outflow of their country’s wealth to other countries.

In region IV of Figure 6(a), the manufacturer adopts EP to block an unauthorized channel (case E),

which also increases the social welfare of the foreign market (SWE
f > SWB

f ). The reason for this is

that under EP, the manufacturer reduces its selling price in the foreign market, resulting in an increase

in social welfare. This is another reason why many countries encourage parallel importation, as the

potential threat of unauthorized channels can compel foreign manufacturers to charge lower prices in

those countries even if they are subject to import taxes on their products. This ultimately benefits

consumers.

8 Extensions

To test the robustness of our results and obtain new findings, we extend the basic model in two

directions, denoted by subscripts E1 and E2.

8.1 Different market scales

In the basic model, the market potential is normalized to one in both countries. In this subsection,

we let the foreign and domestic market potential be Nf > 0 and Nd > 0, respectively. We introduce

the following thresholds: t̂1,E1
=

(4Ndδ−3Ndδ
2+Nf )tg+2Ndδ+2Ndδ

3−4Ndδ
2

Nf δ+2Ndδ2−Ndδ3
, and t̂2,E1

=
2+tg−2δ

2−δ . To

avoid trivial cases, we assume that t̂1,E1
< t < t̂2,E1

. If t ≤ t̂1,E1
, the importer will never create

an unauthorized channel, and if t ≥ t̂2,E1 , the manufacturer will not sell authorized products in the

foreign market. Everything else remains as that in the basic model.

In the benchmark (no importer), the profit of the manufacturer is:

πB
M,E1

(pd, pf ) = Nd(1− pd)pd︸ ︷︷ ︸
Domestic market

+Nf (1− pf )(pf − t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Foreign market

In case D, the profits of the manufacturer and the importer are:

πD
M,E1

(pd, pf , pg) =Nd(1− pd)pd︸ ︷︷ ︸
Domestic

+Nf

(
1− pf − pg

1− δ

)
(pf − t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Foreign (authorized product)

+Nf

(
pf − pg
1− δ

− pg
δ

)
pd︸ ︷︷ ︸

Foreign (gray product)

(5)

πD
I,E1

(pd, pf , pg) =Nf

(
pf − pg
1− δ

− pg
δ

)
(pg − pd − tg)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Foreign (gray product)

To determine the equilibrium, we first derive the importer’s reaction function pDg,E1
(pf , pd) = (pd+

tg + pfδ)/2, which is the same as that in the basic model. Again, the two players’ prices are strategic
complements. Inserting pDg,E1

(pf , pd) into Equation (5), we obtain the manufacturer’s profit function:

πD
M,E1

(pf , pd) =
2pdδNd(1− pd − δ + pdδ) +Nf{δ(pf − t)[tg + 2(1− δ)− pf (2− δ)] + pd

[
(2pf − t)δ − tg

]
− p2d}

2(1− δ)δ
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In case E, the manufacturer maximizes the following profit function:

πE
M,E1

(pd, pf ) = Nd(1− pd)pd︸ ︷︷ ︸
Domestic market

+Nf (1− pf )(pf − t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Foreign market

subject to pd = pf

The equilibrium and optimal outcomes of the three cases are summarized in Table 4.

Comparing the manufacturer’s equilibrium/optimal profits in the three cases, we can derive Propo-

sition 8.

Table 4: Equilibrium and optimal outcomes for asymmetric market scales.

The benchmark Case E Case D

p∗f,E1

1+t
2

Nd+Nf+Nf t

2(Nd+Nf )

Nf (1+t)+Ndδ[3+tg+t(2−δ)−2δ]

2A1

p∗d,E1

1
2

Nd+Nf+Nf t

2(Nd+Nf )

Nd(2−δ)δ+Nf (δ−tg)

2A1

p∗g,E1
/ /

Nf [tg+δ(2+t)]+δNdA2

4A1

Q∗
f,E1

Nf (1−t)

2

Nf (Nd+Nf−Nf t)

2(Nd+Nf )

Nf [2+tg−2δ−t(2−δ)]

4(1−δ)

Q∗
d,E1

Nd
2

Nd(Nd+Nf−Nf t)

2(Nd+Nf )

Nd[Nd(2−δ)δ+Nf (2+tg−δ)]

2A1

Q∗
g,E1

/ /
Nf [Nf (tδ−tg)−NdδA3]

4δ(1−δ)A1

π∗
M,E1

Nd+Nf (t−1)2

4

(Nd+Nf−Nf t)2

4(Nd+Nf )

2N2
dδ2(2−3δ+δ2)+N2

fA4+NdNf δA5

8δ(1−δ)A1

π∗
I,E1

/ /
Nf [Nf (tg−tδ)+NdδA3]

2

16(1−δ)δA2
1

Note: The full expressions of A1,. . . ,A5 are provided in Table A1 in the Appendix.

Proposition 8. When the foreign and domestic market scales are Nf > 0 and Nd > 0, there exist t̂3,E1

and t̂4,E1
such that the results in Corollary 1 still hold, where t̂3,E1

=
tg
δ +

√
2(1+tg−δ)

√
Nd(1−δ)

δ[Nf+Nd(2−δ)δ] ,

and t̂4,E1 =
(Nf+Nd)tg+(1−δ)

√
2Nd(Nf+Nd)A6

δA1

Nd(2−δ)+Nfδ
.

Moreover, we have:

(i) The threshold t̂1,E1
for the parallel importer to create unauthorized channel decreases with Nf

(
∂t̂1,E1

∂Nf
< 0) and increases with Nd (

∂t̂1,E1

∂Nd
> 0).

(ii) The threshold t̂3,E1 that an unauthorized channel benefits the manufacturer decreases with Nf

(
∂t̂3,E1

∂Nf
< 0) and increases with Nd (

∂t̂3,E1

∂Nd
> 0).

(iii) The threshold t̂4,E1 for the manufacturer to adopt DP and allow an unauthorized channel de-

creases with Nf (
∂t̂4,E1

∂Nf
< 0) and increases with Nd (

∂t̂4,E1

∂Nd
> 0).

(iv) When Nf >
Ndδ[2+tg(4−δ)−2δ(1+t)+tδ2]

tδ−tg
, an unauthorized channel increases the total demand in

the foreign market (QD∗
f,E1

+ QD∗
g,E1

> QB∗
f,E1

); otherwise, it lowers (or does not affect) the total

demand in foreign market (QD∗
f,E1

+QD∗
g,E1

≤ QB∗
f,E1

).

Proposition 8 demonstrates that Corollary 1 remains robust even when the scales of the domestic

and foreign markets are different. However, as one could expect, the threshold values change. To

illustrate the results, we provide numerical examples. We set tg = 0.05 and Nd = 1. In Figure 7, we

depict how the critical parameters (t, δ and Nf ) affect the manufacturer’s optimal pricing strategy.

We keep Nd = 1 unchanged and vary the value of Nf to observe the changes in the manufacturer’s

optimal pricing strategy. Note that if Nf = 1, then we recover the basic model.
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(a) Nf = 0.2 (b) Nf = 1 (c) Nf = 1.8

Figure 7: The manufacturer’s optimal pricing strategy when δ, t and Nf vary.

In Figure 7, the yellow areas show the situations of QD∗
g,E1

< 0 or QD∗
f,E1

< 0, which is of no

economic interest. In the grey area, an unauthorized channel is beneficial to the manufacturer, and

the manufacturer chooses DP (πD∗
M,E1

> πB∗
M,E1

> πE∗
M,E1

). In the red area, an unauthorized channel is

harmful to the manufacturer, but the manufacturer still chooses DP (πB∗
M,E1

> πD∗
M,E1

> πE∗
M,E1

) to allow

an unauthorized channel. In the green area, an unauthorized channel is harmful to the manufacturer,

and the manufacturer adopts EP to deter an unauthorized channel (πB∗
M,E1

> πE∗
M,E1

> πD∗
M,E1

). As the

value of Nf increases, the valid area (QD∗
g,E1

> 0 and QD∗
f,E1

> 0) becomes larger, and the grey, red, and

green areas become larger.

Now, we explain the changes in the manufacturer’s pricing strategy shown in Figure 7. In case D,

as the scale of the foreign market (Nf ) increases, the manufacturer not only reduces its selling price in

the foreign market (
∂pD∗

f,E1

∂Nf
< 0), but also lowers its price in the domestic market (

∂pD∗
d,E1

∂Nf
< 0) to induce

the importer to set a lower selling price of gray product (
∂pD∗

g,E1

∂Nf
< 0). The reason for this is that, due

to the increase in the scale of the foreign market, the manufacturer and the importer can obtain higher

increases in their market demands by slightly lowering their selling prices. Since the importer will pay

a lower pD∗
d,E1

when buying products in the domestic market, its motivation to create an unauthorized

channel will increase (t̂1,E1
will decrease). Since t̂2,E1

does not vary with Nf and t̂1,E1
decreases with

Nf , the valid area (t̂1,E1 < t < t̂2,E1) expands as Nf increases.

Item 4 in Proposition 8 indicates that as Nf increases, the total demand in the foreign market in

case D will increase and ultimately exceeds the total demand in the benchmark. This implies that asNf

increases, one of the negative effects of an unauthorized channel (i.e., lowering the total demand in the

foreign market) is gradually reduced and ultimately becomes a positive effect (i.e., expanding the total

demand). Therefore, the threshold that an unauthorized channel benefits the manufacturer (t̂3,E1
)

decreases with Nf , and the threshold for the manufacturer to adopt DP and allow an unauthorized

channel (t̂4,E1) also decreases with Nf , as shown in Figure 7. Since t̂2,E1 does not vary with Nf and

t̂3,E1
decreases with Nf , the grey area expands with Nf . Although the threshold t̂4,E1

decreases with

Nf , the green area still expands with Nf because t̂1,E1
decreases with Nf more quickly.

8.2 Different consumers’ willingness to pay

In the basic model, Vf and Vd are both uniformly distributed over the interval [0, 1]. To assess the

impact of having different willingness to pay in the two markets, we assume that Vf ∼ U [0, θf ] and

Vd ∼ U [0, θd] (θf > 0, θd > 0). To avoid trivial cases, we assume that t̂1,E2
< t < t̂2,E2

, where

t̂1,E2 =
[θd+θfδtg(4−3δ)]−2δθf (1−δ)(θf δ−θd)

δA7
and t̂2,E2 =

tg+2θf (1−δ)
2−δ . If t ≤ t̂1,E2 , the importer will never
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create an unauthorized channel, and if t ≥ t̂2,E2
, the manufacturer will give up selling the authorized

product in the foreign market.

In the benchmark, the demand functions for the manufacturer’s authorized product in the for-

eign and domestic markets are QB
f,E2

=
θf−pf

θf
and QB

d,E2
= θd−pd

θd
, respectively. The profit of the

manufacturer is:

πB
M,E2

(pd, pf ) = pd(
θd − pd

θd
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Domestic market

+(pf − t)(
θf − pf

θf
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Foreign market

In case D, the demand for the manufacturer’s authorized product in the foreign and domestic

markets are QD
f,E2

= 1
θf

(
θf − pf−pg

1−δ

)
and QD

d,E2
= 1

θd
(θd−pd), respectively. The demand function for

the importer’s gray market product in the foreign market is QD
g,E2

= 1
θf

(
pf−pg

1−δ − pg

δ

)
. The profits of

the manufacturer and the importer are:

πD
M,E2

(pd, pf , pg) =
1

θd
(θd − pd)pd︸ ︷︷ ︸
Domestic

+
1

θf
(θf − pf − pg

1− δ
)(pf − t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Foreign (authorized product)

+
1

θf
(
pf − pg
1− δ

− pg
δ
)pd︸ ︷︷ ︸

Foreign (gray product)

(6)

πD
I,E2

(pd, pf , pg) =
1

θf

(
pf − pg
1− δ

− pg
δ

)
(pg − pd − tg)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Foreign (gray product)

To determine a Stackelberg equilibrium, we first derive the parallel importer’s reaction function

pDg,E2
(pf , pd) = (pd + tg + pfδ)/2, which is the same as that in the basic model and in the previ-

ous extension. Inserting pDg,E2
(pf , pd) into Equation (6), we obtain the following expression for the

manufacturer’s profit to be maximized with respect to pf and pd:

πD
M,E2

(pf , pd) =

θdδ(pf − t)[tg − pf (2− δ) + 2θf (1− δ)]− pdθd {tg + [t− 2pf − 2θf (1− δ)]δ} − p2d[θd + 2θf (1− δ)δ]

2θfθdδ(1− δ)

In case E, since the manufacturer blocks an unauthorized channel, the demand functions for the

authorized product in the two markets remain the same as those in the benchmark. The profit of the

manufacturer is given by:

πE
M,E2

(pd, pf ) = pd(
θd − pd

θd
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Domestic market

+(pf − t)(
θf − pf

θf
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Foreign market

subject to pd = pf

The equilibrium and optimal outcomes of the three cases are summarized in Table 5.

As the equilibrium profit of the manufacturer in case D is very complex, we conduct a numerical

study to compare the equilibrium/optimal profits of the manufacturer in the three cases. Let tg = 0.05

and θd = 1. Figure 8 illustrates how the critical parameters (t, δ, and θf ) affect the manufacturer’s

optimal pricing strategy. We keep θd = 1 unchanged and test multiple values for θf to observe the

changes in the manufacturer’s optimal pricing strategy. Note that θf = 1 would correspond to the

basic model. In Figure 8, the gray, red, green, and yellow areas have the same meanings as in Figure 7.

Result 2 is derived based on Figure 8.
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Table 5: Equilibrium and optimal outcomes with different consumers’ WTP.

The benchmark Case E Case D

p∗f,E2

θf+t

2

θd(t+2θf )

2(θf+θd)

tA7+θf [θd(1+δ)+δtg+2θf δ(1−δ)]
2A7

p∗d,E2

θd
2

θd(t+2θf )

2(θf+θd)

θd[θf (3−δ)δ−tg ]

2A7

p∗g,E2
/ /

tg [θd+θf δ(4−δ)]+δ{tA7+2θf [2θd+θf δ(1−δ)]}
4A7

Q∗
f,E2

θf−t

2θf

2θ2f−tθd

2θ2
f
+2θf θd

tg−t(2−δ)+2θf (1−δ)

4θf (1−δ)

Q∗
d,E2

1
2

2θd−t
2(θf+θd)

tg+2θd+θf δ(1−δ)

2A7

Q∗
g,E2

/ /
δ(A8+tA7)−tg [θd+θf δ(4−3δ)]

4θf δ(1−δ)A7

π∗
M,E2

t2−2tθf+θf (θf+θd)

4θf

(t2θd+4θ2f θd−4tθ2f )

4θf (θf+θd)

t2g(θd+θf δ2)−2tgδ(tA7−A8)+δA9

8θf δ(1−δ)A7

π∗
I,E2

/ /
tg [θd+θf δ(4−3δ)]−δ(A8+tA7)

2

16θf δ(1−δ)A2
7

Note: The full expressions of A7,. . . ,A9 are provided in Table A1 in the Appendix.

(a) θf = 0.5 (b) θf = 0.7 (c) θf = 0.82

(d) θf = 0.95 (e) θf = 1.05 (f) θf = 1.25

Figure 8: The manufacturer’s optimal pricing strategy when δ, t and θf vary.

Result 2. The valid area (t̂1,E2
< t < t̂2,E2

) expands with θf . Moreover, we have:

(i) When 0.75 ≤ θf ≤ 1.085, there exist t̂3,E2
and t̂4,E2

for which Corollary 1 still holds.

(ii) When θf < 0.75, the valid area is small, and the manufacturer will only adopt EP to block a

harmful unauthorized channel.

(iii) When θf > 1.085, the manufacturer will only adopt DP to allow an unauthorized channel,

regardless of whether it is harmful or beneficial.

Result 2 shows that when consumers’ willingness to pay in the two markets are different, the

results in Corollary 1 are slightly changed. As consumers’ WTP in the foreign market (θf ) increases,
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the threshold t̂2,E2
will also increase (

∂t̂2,E2

∂θf
> 0), which implies that the manufacturer has greater

incentive to sell authorized products in the foreign market. Therefore, the valid area (t̂1,E2 < t < t̂2,E2)

expands with θf . Then, we explain why the manufacturer will only adopt EP when θf is low, and

only adopt DP when θf is high. In the benchmark, the manufacturer’s optimal selling prices in the

foreign and domestic markets are pB∗
f,E2

= (θf + t)/2 and pB∗
d,E2

= θd/2, respectively. We can see that

pB∗
f,E2

increases with θf , and pB∗
d,E2

increases with θd. This is intuitive: a manufacturer sets a higher

selling price in a market with higher WTP to capture more consumer surplus. Thus, the difference

between pB∗
f,E2

and pB∗
d,E2

is no longer solely determined by the import tax t but is also influenced by

consumes’ WTP in each market. When θf is low (i.e., θf < 0.75), although the import tax t may

lead the manufacturer to prefer a high price in the foreign market, the low WTP of foreign consumers

may lead the manufacturer to prefer a lower price. These two effects offset each other, resulting in a

small difference in the manufacturer’s optimal selling price between the two markets (i.e., pB∗
f,E2

in the

foreign market is slightly higher than pB∗
d,E2

in domestic market). In this case, if the parallel importer

emerges, the manufacturer will suffer a very small loss if it adopts EP (i.e., the loss of giving up price

discrimination is very small). Conversely, when θf is high (i.e., θf > 1.085), the manufacturer tends

to set a very high price in the foreign market not only because of the import tax but also because

of the high WTP of foreign consumers. Thus, the difference in the manufacturer’s price between the

two markets is significant. If the importer emerges, the manufacturer will suffer a significant loss if

it adopts EP (i.e., the disadvantage of giving up price discrimination is very high). Therefore, the

manufacturer will only choose DP.

9 Conclusions

A manufacturer often sets a higher selling price in the foreign market than in its domestic market

due to the requirement to pay import taxes. The price difference can lead to the emergence of an

unauthorized channel: an importer purchases products in the manufacturers’ domestic market and

resells them as gray market products in the manufacturer’s foreign market through cross-border e-

commerce. We develop Stackelberg game models to explore differentiated-pricing and equal-pricing

strategies of a manufacturer who is facing an unauthorized channel. We find that:

1. An unauthorized channel has both positive and negative effects. On the negative side, it erodes

the manufacturer’s income as some foreign consumers turn to buying gray products from the

importer who acquires these products in the domestic market by paying a relatively lower unit

price to the manufacturer. Additionally, the manufacturer obtains lower profits from domestic

consumers because an unauthorized channel affects its optimal pricing in the domestic market.

On the positive side, an unauthorized channel helps the manufacturer to avoid import taxes as the

importer pays the import taxes for gray market products sold in the foreign market. Moreover, an

unauthorized channel enables the manufacturer to earn higher unit income from loyal consumers

who prefer the manufacturer’s authorized channel. The impact of an unauthorized channel on the

foreign market demand depends on various factors, such as consumers’ acceptance degree of gray

product, the import tax on the manufacturer’s authorized product, and the tax incentives for

cross-border e-commerce. When these parameters are low, an unauthorized channel can decrease

the total demand in the foreign market, which is another negative effect. However, as the three

parameters increase, the total demand in the foreign market gradually rises. When the three

parameters exceed certain thresholds, an unauthorized channel can increase the demand in the

foreign market, becoming a positive effect. This suggests that in practice, manufacturers need

to carefully evaluate the positive and negative effects of an unauthorized channel and determine

whether it is beneficial or harmful. Based on this analysis, appropriate actions can be taken to

either prevent or welcome an unauthorized channel.

2. Pricing strategy can be used by the manufacturer to manage an unauthorized channel, and

the optimal pricing strategy depends on critical market parameters. (i) When the market con-
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ditions are favorable for an unauthorized channel (i.e., consumers’ acceptance degree of gray

market product, the import tax on the manufacturer’s authorized product, and the tax incen-

tives for cross-border e-commerce are high), an unauthorized channel benefits the manufacturer.

Therefore, the manufacturer should choose differentiated pricing to encourage an unauthorized

channel. In practice, manufacturers should start by gathering data on critical market param-

eters. After obtaining the necessary information, manufacturers should anticipate the parallel

importers’ pricing decisions for gray market products and decide their selling prices for each

market. (ii) When the market conditions are somewhat unfavorable for an unauthorized channel

(i.e., consumers’ acceptance degree of gray market product, the import tax on the manufacturer’s

authorized product, and the tax incentives for cross-border e-commerce are somewhat low), an

unauthorized channel is harmful to the manufacturer. However, the manufacturer should still

choose differentiated pricing to allow an unauthorized channel. In practice, manufacturers should

tolerate the existence of harmful unauthorized channels and take the same actions as they would

under favorable market conditions. (iii) When the market conditions are very unfavorable for

an unauthorized channel (i.e., consumers’ acceptance degree of gray market product, the import

tax on the manufacturer’s authorized product, and import the tax incentives for cross-border

e-commerce are very low), the manufacturer should adopt equal-pricing to block a harmful unau-

thorized channel. In practice, manufacturers can implement a global pricing alignment strategy,

similar to Mulberry, Briggs & Riley and NIO, to set a uniform price in both domestic and foreign

markets.

3. If the scales of the domestic and foreign markets are different, the manufacturer’s optimal pricing

strategy in item 2 remains robust. If domestic and foreign consumers have different willingness

to pay, the manufacturer’s optimal pricing strategy slightly changes. Specifically, when the

willingness to pay of foreign consumers is similar to or slightly lower than that of domestic

consumers, the manufacturer’s optimal pricing strategy in item 2 remains robust. However, when

the willingness to pay of foreign consumers is significantly lower than that of domestic consumers,

the manufacturer should only adopt equal-pricing strategy. Conversely, the manufacturer should

only adopt differentiated-pricing strategy as long as the willingness to pay of foreign consumers

is slightly higher than that of domestic consumers. Therefore, in practice, manufacturers should

carefully consider the differences in consumers’ willingness to pay between domestic and foreign

markets when choosing pricing strategies.

This paper focuses on an unauthorized channel created by an independent third-party importer. It

is worth noting that unauthorized channels created by retailers are also prevalent. Further research is
needed to explore how a manufacturer can use pricing strategy to manage its retailers’ unauthorized

channels. Additionally, this paper assumes that a single manufacturer sells the same product in both

domestic and foreign markets. It would be interesting to explore how a manufacturer’s optimal pricing

strategy changes when it faces competition from other manufacturers in the foreign market, or when

it offers horizontally or vertically differentiated products in domestic and foreign markets.
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Appendix

A. Table A1

Table A1: Threshold values and simplified equations.

Index Expression Location

t̂1
(1+4δ−3δ2)tg+2δ(1−δ)2

δ(1+2δ−δ2)
Section 3

t̂2
2−2δ+tg

2−δ
Section 3

t̂3
tg
δ

+
√
2(1− δ + tg)

√
1−δ

δ(1+2δ−δ2)
Proposition 5

t̂4 tg + (1− δ)

√
2δ(1−δ)+4δtg−t2g(1+δ)

δ(1+2δ−δ2)
Proposition 6

t̂1,E1

(4Ndδ−3Ndδ
2+Nf )tg+2Ndδ+2Ndδ

3−4Ndδ
2

Nf δ+2Ndδ
2−Ndδ

3 Subsection 8.1

t̂2,E1

2+tg−2δ

2−δ
Subsection 8.1

t̂3,E1

tg
δ

+
√
2(1 + tg − δ)

√
Nd(1−δ)

δ[Nf+Nd(2−δ)δ]
Proposition 8

t̂4,E1

(Nf+Nd)tg+(1−δ)

√
2Nd(Nf+Nd)A6

δA1

Nd(2−δ)+Nf δ
Proposition 8

t̂1,E2

[θd+θf δtg(4−3δ)]−2δθf (1−δ)(θf δ−θd)

δA7
Subsection 8.2

t̂2,E2

tg+2θf (1−δ)

2−δ
Subsection 8.2

A1 Nf +Nd(2− δ)δ Table 4 and t̂4,E1

A2 2 + tg(4− δ) + 2(1 + t)δ − (2 + t)δ2 Table 4
A3 2 + tg(4− 3δ)− 2(2 + t)δ + (2 + t)δ2 Table 4
A4 t2g − 2tgtδ + δ[2 + t2(2− δ)− 4t(1− δ)− 2δ] Table 4
A5 δt2g + δ(2− δ)[t2(2− δ) + 4(1− δ)− 4t(1− δ)] + 2tg [2δ(2− t)− δ2(2− t)− 2] Table 4

A6 Nd(1 + 2tg − δ)(2− δ)δ +Nf [2tgδ
2 + (1− δ)δ2 − t2g(1 + δ)] t̂4,E1

A7 θd + θf (2− δ)δ Table 5, t̂1,E2
, A9

A8 2θf (1− δ)(θf δ − θd) Table 5
A9 t2(2− δ)A7 − 4tθf (1− δ)A7 + 2θ2f (1− δ)[2θf (1− δ)δ + θd(1 + 4δ − δ2)] Table 5

B. Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. The Hessian matrix of πB
M (pf , pd) with respect to (pf , pd) isH

B =

[
−2 0
0 −2

]
.

Since |HB
1 | = −2 < 0 and |HB

2 | = 4 > 0, HB is negatively definite. Therefore, πB
M (pf , pd) is jointly

concave in (pf , pd). Solving the first-order conditions
∂πB

M (pf ,pd)
∂pf

= 0 and
∂πB

M (pf ,pd)
∂pd

= 0, we can derive

pB∗
f and pB∗

d . Inserting pB∗
f and pB∗

d into QB
f (pf ), Q

B
d (pd), and Equation (1), we can obtain QB∗

f , QB∗
d ,

and πB∗
M .

Proof of Proposition 2. Since 0 < δ < 1, we can derive
∂2πD

I (pd,pf ,pg)
∂p2

g
= − 2

(1−δ)δ < 0. Therefore,

πD
I (pd, pf , pg) is a concave function of pg. Solving the first-order condition

∂πD
I (pd,pf ,pg)

∂pg
= 0 for pg,

we can obtain the importer’s reaction function pDg (pf , pd) =
pd+tg+pf δ

2 . Inserting pDg (pf , pd) into

Equation (2), we can obtain πD
M (pf , pd) in Equation (4). Expecting the importer’s reaction, the

manufacturer decides pf and pd to maximize πD
M (pf , pd). The Hessian matrix of πD

M (pf , pd) with

respect to (pf , pd) isH
D =

[
− 2−δ

1−δ
1

1−δ
1

1−δ − 1+2δ(1−δ)
(1−δ)δ

]
. Since |HD

1 | = − 2−δ
1−δ < 0 and |HD

2 | = 2[1+δ(2−δ)]
δ(1−δ) > 0,

HD is negatively definite. Therefore, πD
M (pf , pd) is jointly concave in (pf , pd). Solving the first-order

conditions
∂πD

M (pf ,pd)
∂pf

= 0 and
∂πD

M (pf ,pd)
∂pd

= 0, we can derive pD∗
f and pD∗

d .Inserting pD∗
f and pD∗

d into

the importer’s reaction function pDg (pf , pd), we can obtain pD∗
g . Inserting pD∗

d , pD∗
f , and pD∗

g into

QD
f (pf , pg), Q

D
g (pf , pg), Q

D
d (pd), Equation (2), and Equation (3), we can obtain QD∗

f , QD∗
g , QD∗

d , πD∗
M ,

and πD∗
I .
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Proof of Proposition 3.

(i) Since 0 < δ < 1 and tg > 0, we can derive pD∗
f − pB∗

f =
(1−δ+tg)δ
2[1+δ(2−δ)] > 0. Similarly, we can derive

pD∗
d − pB∗

d < 0.

(ii) Since 0 < δ < 1 and tg > 0, we can obtain
∂pD∗

d

∂δ =
3−2δ+2tg(1−δ)+δ2

2(1+2δ−δ2)2 > 0 and
∂pD∗

d

∂tg
=

− 1
2[1+δ(2−δ)] < 0. In a similar way, we can derive all the other results.

(iii) Comparing the total demand in the foreign market between the benchmark and case D, we can

derive QD∗
f +QD∗

g −QB∗
f =

tδ(1+2δ−δ2)−2δ(1−δ)−tg(1+4δ−δ2)
4δ(1+2δ−δ2) . Since 0 < δ < 1, we can obtain that

the denominator 4δ(1+2δ−δ2) > 0. Therefore, when tδ(1+2δ−δ2) > 2δ(1−δ)+ tg(1+4δ−δ2),

we have QD∗
f +QD∗

g −QB∗
f > 0; otherwise, we have QD∗

f +QD∗
g −QB∗

f ≤ 0. Since 0 < δ < 1 and

tg > 0, we can derive 2δ(1− δ) + tg(1 + 4δ − δ2) > 0 and δ(1 + 2δ − δ2) > 0. Therefore, we can

rewrite tδ(1 + 2δ− δ2) > 2δ(1− δ) + tg(1 + 4δ− δ2) as t >
2δ(1−δ)+tg(1+4δ−δ2)

δ(1+2δ−δ2) . In a similar way,

we can derive all the other results.

(iv) We can derive
∂πD∗

M

∂t =
2δ(2+3δ−4δ2+δ3)t−2tgδ(1+2δ−δ2)−4δ(1+δ−3δ2+δ3)

8δ(1+δ−3δ2+δ3) . Since 8δ(1+δ−3δ2+δ3) >

0, whether
∂πD∗

M

∂t is positive or negative depends on the numerator. Therefore, when 2δ(2 + 3δ −
4δ2+δ3)t < 2tgδ(1+2δ−δ2)+4δ(1+δ−3δ2+δ3), we have

∂πD∗
M

∂t < 0. Since 0 < δ < 1 and tg > 0,

we have 2tgδ(1+2δ−δ2)+4δ(1+δ−3δ2+δ3) > 0 and 2δ(2+3δ−4δ2+δ3) > 0. Therefore, when

t <
2tgδ(1+2δ−δ2)+4δ(1+δ−3δ2+δ3)

2δ(2+3δ−4δ2+δ3) , we have
∂πD∗

M

∂t < 0. Simplified
2tgδ(1+2δ−δ2)+4δ(1+δ−3δ2+δ3)

2δ(2+3δ−4δ2+δ3) is

exactly equal to t̂2. Since t < t̂2 always holds, we have
∂πD∗

M

∂t < 0. In a similar way, we can derive

all the other results.

Proof of Proposition 4. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 1.

Proof of Proposition 5. Comparing the manufacturer’s optimal profits under the benchmark and case

D, we have πB∗
M − πD∗

M = A10t
2+A11t+A12

8δ(1+δ−3δ2+δ3) , where A10 = −δ2(1 + 2δ − δ2), A11 = 2tgδ(1 + 2δ − δ2), and

A12 = 2δ(1− δ)3 + 4tgδ(1− δ)2 − t2g(1 + δ2). Since 0 < δ < 1, we can derive 8δ(1 + δ − 3δ2 + δ3) > 0.

Therefore, we only need to focus on A10t
2 + A11t + A12. Define a quadratic function y(t) = A10t

2 +

A11t + A12. Since 0 < δ < 1, we can derive A10 < 0. Therefore, the graph of the quadratic function

y(t) (i.e., parabola) is concave downwards. Since 0 < δ < 1 and tg > 0, we have A2
11 − 4A10A12 > 0.

Therefore, the parabola and the t-axis have two intersections. Since 0 < δ < 1 and tg > 0, we have

− A11

2A10
> 0. Therefore, the axis of symmetry of the parabola lies to the right of the y-axis . There are

three cases:

1. If A12 > 0, the graph of the quadratic function y(t) is illustrated in Figure A1(a). We can derive

t̂3 =
−A11−

√
A2

11−4A10A12

2A10
=

tg
δ +

√
2(1+tg−δ)

√
1−δ

δ(2δ−δ2+1) , which is the positive root of y(t) = 0.

In Section 3, we know that t should satisfy t̂1 < t < t̂2. Since 0 < δ < 1 and tg > 0, we can derive

t̂3 > t̂1. However, the relationship between t̂3 and t̂2 is uncertain. We can derive the following

results:

(i) When t < t̂3, we have y(t) = A10t
2 +A11t+A12 > 0 and πB∗

M − πD∗
M > 0.

(ii) When t = t̂3, we have y(t) = A10t
2 +A11t+A12 = 0 and πB∗

M − πD∗
M = 0.

(iii) When t > t̂3, we have y(t) = A10t
2 +A11t+A12 < 0 and πB∗

M − πD∗
M < 0.

2. If A12 = 0, the results are the same as that in 1.

3. If A12 < 0, the graph of the quadratic function y(t) is illustrated in Figure A1(b). Since 0 < δ < 1,

and tg > 0, we can derive that
−A11+

√
A2

11−4A10A12

2A10
(i.e., the left positive root of y(t) = 0) is

lower than t̂1. Since t should satisfy t̂1 < t < t̂2, the left positive root is not within the scope of

this research. We only focus on the right positive root t̂3 =
−A11−

√
A2

11−4A10A12

2A10
. Since 0 < δ < 1
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and tg > 0, we can derive t̂3 > t̂1. However, the relationship between t̂3 and t̂2 is uncertain.

Therefore, the results are the same as that in 1. Proposition 5 is proven.

(a) A12 > 0 (b) A12 < 0

Figure A1: The graph of y(t).

Proof of Proposition 6. Comparing the manufacturer’s equilibrium profits under case E and case D,

we have πE∗
M − πD∗

M =
(A10

δ )t2+A11t+A12

8δ(1+δ−3δ2+δ3) . We have defined A10, A11 and A12 in Proof of Proposition 5.

Since 8δ(1 + δ − 3δ2 + δ3) > 0, we only focus on the numerator. Define a quadratic function z(t) =(
A10

δ

)
t2 +A11t+A12. We can derive t̂4 =

−A11−
√

A2
11−4(A10

δ )A12

2(A10
δ )

= tg + (1− δ)
√

2δ(1−δ)+4tgδ−t2g(1+δ)

δ(1+2δ−δ2) ,

which is the larger root of z(t) = 0. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 5.

Proof of Corollary 1. Comparing t̂3 and t̂4, we have:

t̂3 − t̂4 =
tg(1 + δ − 3δ2 + δ3) +

√
2(1− δ + tg)

√
δ(1 + δ − 3δ2 + δ3)

δ(1 + 2δ − δ2)

−
(1− δ)

√
δ(1 + 2δ − δ2)

[
4tgδ + 2(1− δ)δ − t2g(1 + δ)

]
δ(1 + 2δ − δ2)

Since 0 < δ <1, tg > 0, and t̂1 < t̂2, we can derive t̂3 − t̂4 > 0. Combining Propositions 5 and 6, we

can derive Corollary 1.

Proof of Proposition 7. We can calculate the consumer surplus of the domestic market in the three

cases:

CSB
d =

∫ 1

pB∗
d

(vd − pB∗
d ) dvd =

∫ 1

1
2

(vd −
1

2
) dvd =

1

8

CSE
d =

∫ 1

pE∗
d

(vd − pE∗
d ) dvd =

∫ 1

2+t
4

(vd −
2 + t

4
) dvd =

1

32
(2− t)2

CSD
d =

∫ 1

pD∗
d

(vd − pD∗
d ) dvd =

∫ 1

δ(3−δ)−tg

2(1+2δ−δ2)

[
vd −

δ(3− δ)− tg
2(1 + 2δ − δ2)

]
dvd =

(2 + tg + δ − δ2)2

8(1 + 2δ − δ2)2
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Since 0 < δ < 1, t > 0, tg > 0, and t̂1 < t < t̂2, we can derive CSD
d > CSB

d > CSE
d . Similarly, we can

calculate the consumer surplus of the foreign market in the three cases:

CSB
f =

∫ 1

pB∗
f

(vf − pB∗
f ) dvf =

∫ 1

1+t
2

(vf − 1 + t

2
) dvf =

1

8
(1− t)2

CSE
f =

∫ 1

pE∗
f

(vf − pE∗
f ) dvf =

∫ 1

2+t
4

(vf − 2 + t

4
) dvf =

1

32
(2− t)2

CSD
f =

∫ pD∗
f −pD∗

g
1−δ

pD∗
g
δ

(δvf − pD∗
g ) dvf +

∫ 1

pD∗
f

−pD∗
g

1−δ

(vf − pD∗
f ) dvf

=
1

2
− [2− tg + t(2− δ)− 2δ]2

32(1− δ)2
+

{(2− t)δ − (2 + t)(2− δ)δ2 + tg[1 + (4− 3δ)δ]}2

32δ(1 + δ − 3δ2 + δ3)2

−
[2 + tg − t(2− δ)− 2δ]

[
1 + t+ (3 + 2t+ tg)δ − (2 + t)δ2

]
8(1 + δ − 3δ2 + δ3)

Since 0 < δ < 1, t > 0, tg > 0, and t̂1 < t < t̂2, we can derive CSE
f > CSB

f > CSD
f . Proposition 7 is

proven.

Proof of outcomes in Tables 4 and 5. The proofs are similar to those of Propositions 1 and 2.

Proof of Proposition 8. Comparing the manufacturer’s optimal profits under the benchmark and

case D (in Table 4), we have

πB∗
M,E1

− πD∗
M,E1

=
A13t

2 +A14t+A15

8δ(1− δ)[Nf +Nd(2− δ)δ]
,

where

A13 =−Nfδ
2(Nf + 2Ndδ −Ndδ

2),

A14 =2Nf tgδ(Nf + 2Ndδ −Ndδ
2),

and A15 =NfNd[2(1 + 2tg)δ − (6 + 8tg + t2g)δ
2 + 2(3 + 2tg)δ

3 − 2δ4]−N2
f t

2
g.

Similar to the proof process of Proposition 5, we can obtain t̂3,E1
=

−A14−
√

A2
14−4A13A15

2A13
.

Comparing the manufacturer’s optimal profits under case E and case D, we have

πE∗
M,E1

− πD∗
M,E1

=
A16t

2 +A17t+A18

8δ(Nf +Nd)(1− δ)[Nf +Nd(2− δ)δ]
,

where

A16 =−Nfδ[N
2
f δ +N2

d (2− δ)2δ +NfNd(2− δ + 2δ2 − δ3)],

A17 =2Nf tgδ[N
2
f +N2

d (2− δ)δ +NfNd(1 + 2δ − δ2)],

A18 =NfNd

[
4tgδ(1− δ)2(Nd +Nf ) + 2δ(1− δ)3(Nd +Nf )− t2gδ

2(Nd +Nf )− t2gNf

]
−N3

f t
2
g.

Similar to the proof process of Proposition 5, we can obtain t̂4,E1
=

−A17−
√

A2
17−4A16A18

2A16
.

Taking the derivative of t̂1,E1
and t̂3,E1

with respect toNf , we can derive
∂t̂1,E1

∂Nf
= − 2Nd(1−δ+tg)(1−δ)

[Nf+Nd(2−δ)δ]2

and
∂t̂3,E1

∂Nf
= − N3

fN
2
d (1−δ+tg)

4(1−δ)2δ4
√
2{δ3N2

fNd(1−δ)(1−δ+tg)2[Nf+Nd(2−δ)δ]}3/2
. Since 0 < δ < 1, tg > 0, Nf > 0, and Nd > 0,

we can derive
∂t̂1,E1

∂Nf
< 0 and

∂t̂3,E1

∂Nf
< 0. Similarly, we can obtain all the other results.
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Comparing the total demand in the foreign market between the benchmark and case D, we can

derive QD∗
f,E1

+QD∗
g,E1

−QB∗
f,E1

=
Nf{Nf (tδ−tg)−Ndδ[2+tg(4−δ)−2(1+t)δ+tδ2]}

4δ[Nf+Nd(2−δ)δ] . Since 0 < δ < 1, Nf > 0, and

Nd > 0, we have 4δ[Nf +Nd(2− δ)δ] > 0. Therefore, we only need to focus on the numerator. When

Nf (tδ − tg) > Ndδ[2 + tg(4− δ)− 2(1 + t)δ + tδ2], we have QD∗
f,E1

+QD∗
g,E1

−QB∗
f,E1

> 0; otherwise, we

have QD∗
f,E1

+ QD∗
g,E1

− QB∗
f,E1

≤ 0. Since t̂1,E1
< t < t̂2,E1

, 0 < δ < 1, tg > 0, Nf > 0, and Nd > 0,

we can derive Ndδ[2 + tg(4 − δ) − 2(1 + t)δ + tδ2] > 0 and tδ − tg > 0. Therefore, we can rewrite

Nf (tδ− tg) > Ndδ[2+ tg(4− δ)− 2(1+ t)δ+ tδ2] as Nf >
Ndδ[2+tg(4−δ)−2(1+t)δ+tδ2]

tδ−tg
. Proposition 8(iv)

is proven.
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